[Effectiveness of hepatoprotector geptral in the complex treatment of patients with obstructive jaundice].
was to improve results of complex treatment of patients with mechanical jaundice using hepatoprotector "Geptral". there is shown an experience in complex surgical treatment of 180 patients with mechanical jaundice. Patients were divided into a comparison group (n = 136) received traditional volume of pre-and postoperative treatment, and the main group (n = 44), which in the complex treatment was added hepatoprotector "Geptral" on the developed scheme. using of the "Geptral" drug in the treatment of patients with obstructive jaundice allowed significantly to reduce the time normalization of porto-hepatic blood flow and performance of the cytolytic and cholestatic syndromes. in the complex treatment of patients with obstructive jaundice and effective patogenic justified is using of "Geptral" hepatoprotector.